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have cared. This responsibility of the church, which always
existed in theory, came to be slackly borne, so that, especially
in the eighteenth century, the church neither did its duty nor
allowed other people to do it. When at length other people
insisted upon taking the matter in hand, it was maintained in
responsible quarters that, although the clergy had adijiittedly
misused their opportunities, yet the education of the people
should continue to be the duty of the church, that the clergyman
and not the teacher is the real bond between the classes and the
real "head schoolmaster of the parish," and that "the prin-
ciple of state education can never be applicable to any age."1
The prophetic element in this statement was obviously a bad
shot. Even if theological differences had not prevented the
church, or the combined churches, from being responsible for
the education of the nation, the stupendous magnitude of the
problem would have prevented it. The first law which com-
pelled people to send their children to school also made the
state responsible for the required provision of schools.
But in spite of the visible encroachments of the state, the
historical defenders of church responsibility have by no means
yielded up their case, and if certain premises be granted, their
case is, as might have been expected, a perfectly logical one.
It is therefore a case which every intelligent citizen, and above
all every teacher at work in the schools, should take the trouble
to understand. Before the general election of 1929, the Catholic
archbishops and bishops of England and Wales wished to make
their position quite clear to the electorate, and they therefore
drew up a statement of the principles which they held. That
statement set forth that (i) it was no part of the normal function
of the state to teach, (ii) the state was entitled to see that
citizens received due education sufficient to enable them to
discharge the duties of citizenship in its various degrees,
(iii) the teacher was always acting in loco parentis, never in loco
ciritatis, though the state, to safeguard its citizenship, might
1 F. Denison Maurice. Lectures on National Education (1833).

